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OBJECTIVE: the objectives of this work were to compare coumestrol phytoestrogen (COU) content in two 

alfalfa varieties under two viral infection conditions [infected with Alfalfa mosaic virus (AMV) + Alfalfa dwarf virus 

(ADV) and non-infected] and to explore the relationship between disease severity and COU production. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: plant material: seven genotypes from cv Monarca SP INTA (M) used as 

susceptible and six genotypes from cv Traful PV INTA (T) used as tolerant were cloned and divided into two 

groups: 3 infected clones and 3 non-infected clones (NI). The trial was conducted in the greenhouse under 

controlled conditions. Plants were covered with an anti-aphid fabric to prevent virus infection by insect vectors. 

COU content in both conditions (I and NI) was measured by HPLC in 6 cuts in ppm (18 measures for each 

genotype). Disease symptoms in I treatment were visually assessed using a 1 (very light symptoms) to 4 (very 

affected, nearly dead plant) scale. This, later was used to calculate the Severity Index (SI) for each genotype 

according to this equation: 

 
The relationship among COU and SI by genotype was calculated as the sum of the differences of COU content 

in I and NI in each cut for each genotype, divided by the number of cuts. All data for SI and COU were analyzed 

using the Linear Mix Model test and genotype means were compared by post-hoc comparison DGC test (1). 

Differences between I and NI conditions for each genotype were assessed through student t-test. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: no differences in COU content among cultivars were detected (Table 1). Most 

of the genotypes showed a general trend to increase coumestrol production in response to viral infection; 

however, only four genotypes (M18, M29, T140 and T124) significantly (p<0.05) increased COU content relative 

to their NI counterparts (Table 1). As expected, M behaved as more susceptible (p<0.05) than T, with mean SI 

values 73.57% and 50%, respectively (Table 1). A negative association (p<0.05) between SI and COU 

differences (I relative to NI) was detected for M (Figure 1) but not for T (p>0.05). 
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